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A Comparison of the Values of Policies as found by means of the 
various Tables of Mortality and the different Methods of Valua- 
tion in use among Actuaries. By Henry William Manly, 
of the London and Provincial Law Assurance Society. 

To this Essay was awarded the " Messenger Prize," (1868), the conditions of which will 
be found further on. 

[Read before the Institute, 30th March, 1868.] 
IjIFE Assurance is an institution possessing such an important 
influence in the welfare and well-being of Society that it is most 
essential the principles upon which it is based and conducted should 
be such as to ensure its lasting stability and prosperity. 

After a Life Assurance Onice has been once established upon a 
firm basis, there is no part of its management so important as that 
relating to the periodical valuation of the liabilities under its policies. 
It is my object in this essay to inquire into the various methods 
adopted for that purpose in the present day ; and to consider the 
various results they produce when different tables of mortality and 
rates of interest are employed in the calculations; and also to 
ascertain the effects which the employment of different data may 
have upon the present and future condition of an Office. 

The object of the periodical valuations is twofold : - 
VOL. XIV. T 
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1st. To determine the exact financial position of the Society 
at stated epochs; and 

2nd. To ascertain if any, and what surplus may be fairly 
available and disposable as realized profit. 

These duties devolve entirely upon the Actuary ; and upon his 
judgment in the selection of the method to be used, the Table 
whereon the calculations are to be based, and the rate of interest 
to be employed, depends in a great measure the future prosperity 
of the Institution. 

The Tables of Mortality from which his selection may be made, 
are very numerous; comprising, amongst others, Tables exhibiting 
the mortality prevailing amongst whole nations, separate localities 
and districts, and also among different classes of the population. 

The Tables of Mortality generally used in the present day for 
valuing the liabilities of an Office under its Policies, are - the 
Northampton, Carlisle, Davies' Equitable, Combined Experience, 
Edmonds3 Mean Mortality, and the English Life Tables. 

Some Offices use Tables formed from combinations of others, 
which it is impossible to obtain. 

The " Northampton Table," once universally adopted by Assur- 
ance Offices, was constructed by Dr. Price, and published in his 
celebrated " Observations on Reversionary Payments." It was 
originally formed from the Northampton registers of mortality for 
36 years (1735 to 1770), but afterwards (4th Ed., 1783) extended 
to 46 years, from 1735 to 1780.* 

The "Carlisle Table" was constructed by Mr. Joshua Milne 
from the bills of mortality in two parishes in Carlisle for the nine 

years, 1779-1787, as observed by Dr. Hey sham, compared with 
two enumerations of the population in January, 1780, and Decem- 
ber, 1787-t 

The "Equitable Table," constructed by Mr. Griffith Davies, 
was formed from a comparison given by Mr. W. Morgan, in his 
edition of Dr. Price's works (7th ed., vol. i., p. 182), between the 
decrements of life in the Northampton Table and those in the 

Equitable Society, from the year 1768 to the year 1810.J 
The " Combined Experience Table" was the result of an effort 

on the part of several Actuaries to determine the Law of Mortality 
which prevailed among assured lives. It contains the combined 

* " Observations on Reversionary Payments, by ttichard Jfnce, U.U. {nn jlcl, eaitea 
by W. Morgan). 1812. ._._... 

t " A Treatise on the Valuation of Annuities and Assurances", by Josnua< Milne. 
1.815.  .  

£ " Treatise on Annuities, with numerous Tables, &c, by Griffith Davies, KK.s. 
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experience of 17 Offices, and embraces 88,905 Policies; and was 
printed privately for the Offices in the form of a pamphlet in 1843.* 

" Edmonds' Mean Mortality" t is a Table constructed by 
Mr. T. R. Edmonds, founded upon a theory first propounded by 
Mr. Gompertz.J 

The "English Life Tables; Nos. 1, 2, and 3," were constructed 
by Dr. Farr, at the Registrar-General's Office, from the Census 
Returns and the Registers of Deaths. No. 1§ was formed from 
the deaths occurring in 1841 compared with the Census of that 
year corrected to bring it to the middle of the year. It is now 
superseded by No. 2,^f which was formed from the deaths occurring 
in the seven years, 1838-1844, and the Census of 1841. No. 3|| 
was formed from the Census returns of 1841 and 1851 and the 
deaths occurring during the seventeen years, 1838-1854. 

The Table known as the Government Males, constructed by 
Mr. John Finlaison** from the records of the National Debt Office, 
is sometimes used in combination with other Tables, but, I believe, 
never alone. 

For much useful information respecting these Tables and their 
respective merits and defects, I must refer the reader to the "Ency- 
clopaedia Britannica," articles "Mortality" and "Annuities," both 
from the accurate pen of Mr. Milne ; the Appendices to the Regis- 
trar-General's 5th, 8th, and 12th Reports; and Mr. A. G. Finlaison's 
Report on Government Annuitants. ft 

The different Rates of Interest used in the calculations are 3, 
3£, and 4 per cent. Many reasons are given for their adoption ; 
some persons considering that it should be the same as that upon 
which the premiums are calculated ; and others contending that it 
should be the same as that realized by the Office or likely to be 

* " Law of Mortality, deduced from the Combined Experience of 17 Offices, embracing 
83,905 Policies, of which 40,616 are distinguished by denoting the Sex of the Lives 
assured, and by classing them into Town, Country, and Irish Assurances"; printed 
privately for the Offices in 1843. 

See also, " Annuities and Assurances calculated from a New Rate of Mortality amongst Assured Lives, &c," by Jenkin Jones. 1843. 
f " Life Tables, founded upon the Discovery of a Numerical Law regulating the 

existence of every Human Being, &c," by T. R. Edmonds, B.A. 1832. 
T Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society for the Year 1825. 
S Appendices to Registrar-Generars 5th and 6th Reports. 
I Appendix to Registrar-General's 12th Report. 
II " English Life Tables, &c," by W. Farr, M.D., F.R.S., D.C.L. 1864. " Report of John Finlaison, Actuary of the National Debt, on the Evidence and 

elementary Facts on which the Tables of Life Annuities are founded. - Ordered by the 
House of Commons to be printed, 31st March, 1829." 

tt " Report and Observations on the Mortality of the Government Life Annuitants, 
by Alexander Glen Finlaison, Actuary of the National Debt. 1860. - Ordered by the 
House of Commons to be printed, 25th August, I860." 

T 2 
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realized in future. It is a doubtful question in many minds, 
whether the Offices will always be able to obtain 4 per cent. The 
rate of Interest has been falling for centuries, and there is little 
reason to doubt but that this depreciation of money will continue, 
though in a much slower degree. Again, as the funds of an Office 
accumulate, there will always be greater difficulty in finding invest- 
ments for them at high rates of interest, combined with perfect 
security; and some of our oldest established Offices, with large 
accumulated funds, even now are not able to realize so large a rate 
as 4 per cent. The funds of an Assurance Company should be 
invested on none but the most perfect security, and cannot there- 
fore be expected to yield much more than the rate at which the 
Government can borrow, increased slightly from the fact that those 
securities most frequently offered for its investments are not easily 
negociable in the open Market ; and that it affords to borrowers 
many conveniences, for which they are not disinclined to pay a 
slightly increased rate, in the certainty that they will not be called 
upon to make frequent changes, which are sometimes very costly. 
It must nevertheless be remembered that the competition for these 
investments is increasing every year as Capital accumulates, which 
will tend to lower the rate of interest realizable upon them. 

Before proceeding to examine the different methods pursued in 
the valuation of the liabilities of an Office under its policies, I will 
briefly state what appears to me to be the true principle upon which 
the valuation should be based. On the establishment of an Office 
it is assumed, or ought to be, that a certain Table will exactly 
correspond with the mortality likely to prevail among the persons 
whom they will insure ; and that a certain rate of interest (generally 
3 per cent) is what they may with certainty depend upon realizing. 
Under these circumstances, premiums calculated upon such data, 
increased by a small addition sufficient to cover all expenses likely 
to be incurred, are charged. We will leave out of consideration 
the addition made for bonus, as it is only charged to be returned 
again. Suppose now that all these conditions are realized, and that 
after a few years it is found that the mortality experienced corre- 
sponds exactly with the Table adopted ; that the rate of interest 
realized is exactly 3 per cent; and that the additional charge, 
technically called the loading, has exactly covered all the expenses. 
How much ought the Office to have in hand ? The answer natu- 
rally will be, - the total net premiums received in each year, less 
the claims paid in that year, accumulated at 3 per cent compound 
interest. This has been mathematically proved by Mr. Sprague in 
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the Assurance Magazine, vol. xi., p. 104, and practically illustrated 
by Mr. Meikle in the same volume, p. 245. Thus, if we suppose, 
for the sake of simplicity, that all who assured did so for «£1, at 
the age ¿c; andjfët n represent the number of years elapsed from 
the date of their entry to that of valuation, it can be easily proved, 
by the aid of those papers, that the amount in hand will be repre- 
sented by 

1 r>*+» X-i Dx+n r 
X being the number of policies then existing. 

The amount standing to the credit of each person will be 

N^-Ng.^ M, __Mg-Mg+>t 
D*+n *N,-i Dx+n 

' 

which Mr. Sprague has shown can be reduced to 
1 + ax+n 
l + «x ' 

the well known formula for the value of a policy. 
This then must be the true value ; for, all the conditions assumed 

at the outset remaining the same, it is impossible for the Office to 
have either more or less than this amount to the credit of each 
policy. If, however, the claims have not been so great as the 
Table originally employed would have led us to expect, or the rate 
of interest realized have been more than 3 per cent, the amount of 
funds in hand will be larger than shown above, and the difference 
might be fairly returned as realized profit; but whether there may 
be in consequence, any justification for altering the system of valua- 
tion, is a matter which will always require the gravest consideration. 
The Table used ought certainly to represent, if possible, the mortality 
that has been and will in future be experienced by the Office ; and 
there might be many reasons for changing it, but this cannot be 
reasonably done until the Office has been in existence some years, 
because we know, for Mr. Farrenf has clearly proved it, that 
selection has an effect on the rate of mortality during the first few 
years; and moreover the number of lives assured probably would 
not be sufficient to form a fair average. It used at one time to be 
considered that a Table showing a low rate of mortality would give 
a small valuation, but that has been found to be incorrect, the 
opposite being frequently the case, so that if the mortality expe- 

* Assurance Magazine, vol. xi., p. 107, line 3; and p. 246, line 4, 
T The Chances of Fremature Death and the Value oi selection among Assured Lives, 

By E. J. Farren. 1850. 
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rienced has been very light, it can be no argument against an 
alteration. 

Before the rate of interest is altered there should be a firm 
conviction that there is no likelihood of it ever falling below the 
rate proposed; for it is at the rate adopted that the reserve made 
must accumulate in order to meet all the claims. It will hereafter 
be seen that the increased return made to the assured in the shape 
of bonus, by the use of a high rate of interest, does not sufficiently 
compensate for the reduced amount in reserve; and that in after 
years, if the rate realized should continue to be the same, a valuation 
at the smaller rate would distribute as large, if not larger bonus, 
than a valuation made at the higher rate; while, on the other hand, 
if the rate realized ever fell below that adopted, it would be a very 
difficult matter to return to the lower one, and the assured in con- 
sequence might have to go without a bonus for some time. When 
it is proposed to alter the rate of interest, it should be considered 
in connection with the Table of Mortality used, since a 3 per cent 
valuation by one Table, as will be subsequently seen, may actually 
give a less reserve than a valuation made at 4 per cent by another 
Table. 

There is another consideration also, which ought not to be 
passed over, and that is, that to alter the data at the valuation,! 
is equal to declaring that the data upon which the premiums 
were originally calculated were wrong, and therefore, in justice to 
all the members present and future, the premiums ought to be 
re-calculated, - unless the Profits are returned in such a manner as 
to fully compensate for the difference. 

In the case where an Assurance has been paid by a Single 
Premium we shall find, by a similar mode of reasoning as employed 
above, that, all the conditions remaining the same as at the outset, 
the Office will have in hand to the Credit of that Policy a sum 
equal to 

**+"(1 + **+n) + ̂ (1 + «*+»), 

supposing the single premium charged to be (ttx + fa) (1 -f ax), 
(where fa represents the addition made to the annual premium at 
age x for expenses); which value is made up of the sum necessary 
to meet the claims, and the amount necessary for future expenses, 
which cannot be distributed as realized profit but must be retained 
for the purposes for which it was originally charged. Therefore> 
although the value of the Policy may be truly represented by 
irx+n(l+ax+n)> yet the amount the Office should have in reserve 
should be {irx+n + fa) (1 + ax+H), unless, of course, some of the usual 
annual expenses have been compounded, such as commission, &c. 
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We will now enter upon the consideration of the different 
methods at present employed, which I think are all included in the 
following: - 

1st. That of valuing the sums assured and the pure Premiums 
only, by what is termed a true Table of Mortality, and 
at a true rate of interest. 

2nd. The method which values the Premiums actually payable 
by means of a hypothetical Table of Annuities derived 
by an inverse process from the Office Premiums. 

3rd. That of valuing by the Northampton Table and making a 
reserve,, over and above that which such a valuation will 
give, of a proportion of the resulting surplus. 

4th. Deducting the present value of the gross Premiums from 
the present value of the sums assured. 

5th. That of deducting the present value of the gross premiums, 
less a certain percentage, from the present value of the 
sums assured. 

6th, and lastly. A method, peculiar to those Offices which 
make annual valuations and return the surplus in the 
form of a percentage abatement of the next premium 
payable, which values the sums assured and the Office 
premiums (reduced by the proposed abatement) by a 
true Table of Mortality and rate of interest. 

First Method : - That of valuing the sums assured and the pure 
premiums only, by what is. termed a true Table of Mortality, and a 
true rate of interest. 

This method, which has been variously termed " the true," " the 
pure," and " the net," method, is the one now most commonly used, 
and to which the remarks made above will fully apply. From what 
I have there stated it will be seen, that what is meant by a true 
Table is one exhibiting a rate of Mortality corresponding as nearly 
as possible to that prevailing amongst the lives assured ; but there 
is so much diversity of opinion as to what is meant by a true rate 
of interest, that it is impossible to give a satisfactory definition of 
it. My own opinion is that it should be the rate assumed in the 
calculation of the premiums, for reasons previously stated. There 
is one Office, and there may perhaps be others, in which two dif- 
ferent rates of Interest are used in the valuations, namely 4 per 
cent for some of the old policies and 3 per cent for the younger 
ones ; the reason being that the premiums were originally calculated 
at 4 per cent, but afterwards altered and calculated at 3 per cent. 
Each policy is thus valued at the same rate as that at which the 
premium was calculated. 
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By this method the value of a Policy will be represented by the 
formula 

Oitf+n- ir*)(l + ax+n), 

where x represents the age at which the Policy was taken out; 
n the number of years it has been in force at the valuation; ax the 
value of an Annuity at age x; and wx the pure annual premium 
at the same age, by the Table and rate of interest adopted. 

There are three different ways of exhibiting the value of the 
liabilities by this method, all of which are used; thus, (1st), simply 
stating the value without its component parts, as 

Dr. Cr. 
(**+n - """tfX1 + ax+n)  

or, (2nd), exhibiting the values of the sums assured and the pure 
premiums, as 

Dr. Cr. 
Kx+n( 1 + ax+n) ttx( 1 + ax+n) 

or, (3rd), showing the present value of the sums assured, the Office 
premiums and the loading, thus 

Dr. Cr. 
Tx+n( 1 + Clx+n) + («* + $x)( 1 + ax+n). 

<l>x(l+ax+n) 
At pages 265-282 I have given Tables of the values of Policies 

for £100, taken out at various ages and in force for various terms; 
by the different Tables of Mortality generally used and at the 
different rates of interest, whenever practicable. By a simple 
inspection of these it will be seen what variations there are even in 
the value of a single Policy. Let us take for example the following 
case : That of a Policy taken out at the age of 30 and valued at the 
end of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 years. The values by the 
different Tables, according to the rate of interest used, are as 
follows : - 

(Age at entry , 30.) 
3 PEB Cent. 

Years in Combined ̂ J?.^8* English English r ^rll8ie- ,. lo Davies' North- 
force. Experience* Mor^ty Life, No. 2. Life, No. 3. ^rll8ie- r lo 

Equitable. ampton. 

10 12 677 12*439 12-506 12691 11746 U'691 11-573 
20 28-592 27-244 27'568 27'930 25-562 26-247 25-030 
30 46092 45-344 45-246 44*951 44*100 41-369 39*864 
40 62-971 62-347 61-951 61*977 60-484 57'658 56*845 
50 76877 75*881 75*452 75*422 73-903 74029 73*320 
60 87-877 85-246 84*406 84*117 82*978 85*232 84*406 
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3è pee Cent. 

Years in Combined English Life, Carlisle. ~ ,.o1 Davies* 
force. Experience. No. 3. Carlisle. ,.o1 

Equitable. 

10 11-696 11-755 10-815 10783 
20 26-914 26-314 23'885 24'657 
30 44-144 43-046 42-142 39'418 
40 61-184 60220 58'627 55733 
50 75-516 74-052 72-428 72540 
60 87056 83123 81-921 84'247 

4 pee Cent. 

Years in Combined English English Govern- pnrva1 ^a-™^- Davies' North- 
force. Experience. Life, No. 2. Life, No. 3. ment Males, ^a-™^- pnrva1 

Equitable. ampton. 

10 10-793 10700 10-896 9770 9-959 9*953 10*049 
20 25*333 24-389 24798 24'430 2231 1 23*175 22-293 
30 42*268 41-491 41-219 40*955 40270 37*561 36*389 
40 59*440 58448 58-504 57*430 56*815 53*862 53*357 
50 74-163 72700 72693 71*748 70967 71-067 70*578 
60 86*225 82-435 82'128 81726 80-864 83258 82'525 

Here we see that at 3 per cent the value of the Policy after 
10 years will vary from £12*691 (the value by the English Life 
Table No. 3), to £11*573 (the value by the Northampton Table), 
being a difference of £1*118; and after 30 or 40 years it will vary 
to the extent of £6 and upwards, or from 10 to 15 per cent of the 
whole value. The difference between the values by the various 
tables is slightly less when the rate of interest is 3^ or 4 per cent; 
but the difference between the 3 per cent and 4 per cent values 
is very large, varying at the end of 10 years to the extent of 
£2*921 ; and at the end of 30 years the difference between the 
Northampton 4 per cent and Experience 3 per cent values is as 
much as £9*703, or upwards of 26 ' per cent of the former. 

Second Method : - That which values the premiums actually 
payable by means of a hypothetical Table of annuities derived by an 
inverse process from the Office premiums. 

This method has been called " the fictitious," "the hypothetical," 
and "the reinsurance" method. It is now very seldom used, but was 
at one time universally adopted, probably under the impression that 
it invariably gave a larger value than when made by the pure method. 
That idea has been shown by Mr. Sprague, in a very neat mathe- 
matical demonstration, to be incorrect; and since this method has 
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received such a thorough examination by that gentleman, I cannot 
do better than refer the reader to his paper.* He there shows 
under what circumstances the value by this method is greater^ 
equal/ or less than by the net method; namely, if the loading 
be a constant addition, then the value is less; and if a constant 
percentage, the value is greater; while in those cases in which 
the loading is made up of a percentage and a further constant 
addition, if 

(where d represents the discount upon £1 for one year and A is a 
constant quantity throughout), then the value by this method will 
be the same as by the net method; whence it is easy to perceive 
that in all cases where (j)x = Jc7rx-{-c that the value by the hypo- 
thetical method will be greater or less than by the net method, as 

c< or >Ã'c?. 
His remarks on pages 102, 103 (vol. xi.), with reference to the 

unscientific nature of this method are so clear and to the point, that 
I feel bound to quote them here. He says, " It appears to me to 
" have a rigidity about it which unfits it for general use. Thus, 
" if some of the policies are taken at lower premiums than those 
" charged by the Company usually, which is sometimes the case in 
" reassurances, all such policies will cause a considerable loss on 
" the first valuation made. On the other hand, if the business of 
" another Company be taken over, in which higher premiums are 
" charged, all the recent policies will appear in the valuation as 
" assets instead of liabilities; and the values of all will be smaller 
" than those given by the more usual methods. 

" So also there will be a difficulty if the Company wishes to 
" reduce or increase its rates: if the rates are reduced, and the old 
" policies are valued by the annuities deduced from the new pre- 
" miums, a large fictitious profit will accrue, to avoid which we 
" must have recourse to the very unscientific process of valuing the 
a two sets of policies, issued before and after the change of rates, 
" by different Annuity Tables. The opposite effect would follow if 
"the premiums were considered insufficient, and were raised," 
unless the new premiums bore the same relation to the old ones as 

*';+ «mi +*)(*'*+£*), 
where 7ifx denotes the old premium, and ir"x the new one, at the 
age x. 

* " On certain Methods proposed for the Valuation of the Liabilities of a Life Assur- 
ance Company," by Thomas Bond Sprague, M.A.; Assurance Magazine, vol. xi., p. 90. 
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Mr. Tucker, who gave to this method the name of "reinsurance," 
and who so strongly upheld and advocated it in a paper read 
before the Institute of Actuaries in November, 1862,* argues that 
the reserve made for a policy taken out at age x and valued n years 
after, should be sufficient to provide for the difference between the 
premium now paid and " such a sum as another Office charging 
" similar premiums would be willing to undertake the liabilities 
" for/' that is the Office premium at age (x + n). 

This may appear reasonable if the percentage for commission, 
which the Office does not get and which the reassuring Office will 
allow, be previously deducted; and if the bonus be divided in 
proportion to the loading (less commission) paid since the last 
division accumulated at the interest realized; always allowing of 
course for the increase in the loading (if any) allowed for at the 
last valuation. Such a plan would, in most cases, have the advan- 
tage now frequently sought of equitably giving an increasing 
bonus at successive divisions. 

The value of a policy under these circumstances - the commis- 
sion being 5 per cent - will be 

Z19 / 19 / ',<i , ' 19/ '*" ' ' wi_l„ + >* 
I 20 

* / 
x+n~~ 20 v / x 

) ( 
, a*+*)= ' 

20 
'*" ' *+»-"*" 

' 
*) wi_l„ t1 + a*+n'm >* 

In the case of an Office - like the Eagle for instance- loading 
the premiums with a constant addition and one-nineteenth, so that 

20 
ir'x=z tq (tt-p+c), this value will become 

- the same as the value by the net method. 
Mr. Tucker says that the value should be 

" For then the contribution at age {x-'-n) is, 
" The original premium it x, 

" and the reserve Kx+n-^xi 
" that is 7r/a.+n=7Ta;+n+Â:7r;r+n." 

But unless he assumes that the Mortality the Office will experience 
in future, will be the same as that deduced from the Office 

* "On the Proper Mode of estimating the Liabilities of Life insurance Companies," 
by Robert Tucker, &c. &c; Assurance Magazine, 'o'. x., p. 312. 
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premiums - which surely cannot be his meaning - the contribution 
from the reserve wijl be, not ir'x^n - tt'x, but 

a smaller quantity, and therefore the whole contributions will be 
less than it x+n. 

The title of " reinsurance" cannot therefore be justly claimed 
for this method. 

I have considered this method to be a question of such great 
importance that I have constructed four Tables of the values of 
Policies by it, which will be found at pages 283-286. The first 
exhibits the values when the premiums are formed from the Carlisle 
3 per cent, with a loading of a constant addition of '0037 to the 
premium for <£1, being the average difference between those 
premiums and the premiums generally charged on the " non-profit 

" 

scale. The second exhibits the values when the Carlisle 3 per cent 
premiums are loaded with a constant percentage of 13 per cent ; 
and the third represents the values when the premiums are loaded 
25 per cent, being the average difference per cent between the 
Carlisle premiums and those generally charged on the "non-profit 

" 

and " with-profit 
" scales, respectively. The fourth Table shows 

the values formed from the average of the premiums of 6 Offices, 
namely, the Scottish Provident, Pelican, Crown, Eagle, Guardian, 
and Law Life Offices. 

Third Method: - That of valuing by the Northampton Table and 
making a reserve, over and above that which such a valuation will 
give, of a proportion of the resulting surplus. 

This method has been classed with the previous one (No. 2), by 
Mr. Jellicoe,*who has bestowed great attention upon it ; but, besides 
the introduction of another element into the reserve, there are 
some Offices using this method which do not charge the North- 
ampton pure premiums, and consequently cannot be said to value 
by tables formed from the Office premiums. I have therefore con- 
sidered it as distinct from the previous method. 

The Offices who used to value by this method were very nu- 
merous ; but they are fast abandoning it, and the number who still 
cling to it is very small. It is impossible to say what the reserve 
by this method will be, since the surplus will depend so much upon 
the management of the Office. We may however get some idea of 

* " On the Objectionable Character of certain methods very generally adopted for 
the Determination and Division of Surplus in Life Assurance Companies.'1 Assurance 
Magazine, vol. iii., page 185. 
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what it is in practice from the lately published experience of an old 
established Office, which has been in the habit of making large 
returns to the assured as bonus, and which used to value by this 
method, using 4 per cent as the rate of interest, and reserving one- 
third of the surplus, but changed its method on the last occasion, 
adopting instead the Carlisle 3 per cent net method. The results 
produced by the two methods are stated to be almost identical. 

In the employment of this method both 3 per cent and 4 per 
cent are the rates of interest used ; and from what has been stated 
above I think we may safely say, that the values by this method will 
range from those shown by the Northampton Table at 4 per cent 
to values slightly greater than exhibited by the Carlisle Table at 
3 per cent. 

There is one Office which slightly modifies the working of this 
plan by previously deducting a small percentage from the premiums, 
and thus making a larger reserve. Although the reserve made 
may be generally sufficient, still an Office using this method is 
placed in the false position of exhibiting increased security where 
none exists, by showing a large reserve (which is wholly fictitious) 
out of what is represented to be actual surplus; while on the other 
hand, such a system often gives rise to the belief in the minds of 
the Assured of large accumulations of undivided profits, created by 
their payments, but in which they may never participate. 

Fourth Method: - That of deducting the present value of the gross 
premiums from the present value of the Sums Assured. 

I cannot say for certain that this method is ever now adopted 
except in the modified form explained in the 6th Method. By 
adopting such a method an Office would set down as an asset, sums 
which it never possessed and which it might never receive, while it 
would leave nothing to meet the expenses in future years, which 
consequently would have to be paid out of the surplus, if any, of 
interest realized over that assumed. Under this system the policies 
for some years would be represented as assets instead of liabilities. 
It is a method possessing no principle whatever. 

At page 287 I have given the values of Policies by this method, 
assuming the premiums charged to be the Carlisle 3 per cent with 
a loading of 25 per cent, and using the Carlisle Table and 3 per 
cent interest as the basis of the calculations. 

Fifth Method: - That of deducting the present value of the gross 
premiums, less a certain percentage, from the present value of the sums 
assured. 

The principle upon which this method is founded is, I believe, 
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that certain premiums having been charged by the Office, and a 
certain proportion being necessary to meet the expenses and perhaps 
to provide for future bonuses, the remainder of the premiums may 
be considered as the portion which the Office charges to meet all 
the liabilities under its policies. The values by this method may 
in consequence be greater or less than those given by the net 
method, according as the amount deducted is greater or less than 
the loading. But besides this there is a great want of consistency 
about the system; for, if the premiums are loaded with a constant 
addition, or a constant and a percentage, which is nearly always the 
case, then the values of those entering at the older ages will be 
greater in proportion than those entering at the younger ages; and 
it might happen that the reserve made for the older lives would 
be more than sufficient, while that for the younger lives would not 
be enough, as tested by comparison with the reserve required by 
the true method. 

Almost every Office has a class of policy-holders who do not 
share in the profits, and who, in consequence, pay a smaller pre- 
mium than the others. Their policies must appear in the valuation 
as of much greater value than those entitled to participate in the 
profits, which is quite at variance with all ideas of equity; for, if 
there ought to be any difference in the reserve made for the two 
classes, it certainly ought to be in favour of that which expects to 
receive large returns in the future. 

At pages 289 and 290 I have given the values of the sums assured 
and the premiums payable (supposing them to be formed from the 
Carlisle 3 per cent with a loading of 25 per cent), from which it 
will be easy to find what result any particular reduction will have. 

Sixth Method:- A method peculiar to those Offices which make 
annual valuations and return the surplus in the form of a percentage 
abatement of the next premium payable, which values the sums assured 
and the Office premiums (reduced by the proposed abatement) by a true 
Table of Mortality and rate of interest. 

The Offices which adopt this method are rather popular in the 
present day, and, in most cases, deservedly so; for they are gene- 
rally conducted upon principles of such strict economy and other- 
wise managed with such care and ability that they may be classed 
amongst the soundest of these Institutions. It will not, therefore, 
I think, be out of place if we give some attention to the exact mode 
by which they value their liabilities; but first I will observe that 
these Offices are invariably mutual; that in some of them - those 
giving the largest reductions more especially - no agency fees or 
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commission are allowed, and also that no reduction is made until 
after a certain number of premiums (generally five or seven) have 
been paid.* 

In the first place, the valuation is made according to the fourth 
method above explained, that is, by valuing the sums assured and 
gross premiums, thus giving a certain surplus. Then from the 
value of the gross premiums is deducted the present value of all 
the full premiums to be received from those members not yet 
entitled to any abatement, which may be represented by the formula 

S.v^l+a^+n  ), 
6- ¡ n' 

(supposing no reduction allowed before seven premiums are paid, 
and S to represent their total number), then the ratio this difference 
bears to the surplus as above obtained will be the proportion to be 
deducted from the next annual premiums payable. The reserve 
made is therefore, supposing the Office to have no expenses besides 
what can be provided for out of surplus interest and miscellaneous 
profit, such a sum as accumulated at the interest assumed in the 
calculation, will be sufficient, with the due payment in future of the 
premiums reduced as above explained, to meet all the claims as 
they arise. 

It is above supposed that the Offices insure none but members 
entitled to an abatement ; but in some cases they insure others at a 
smaller premium who are not so entitled. When this is the case, 
the value of their policies is the same as that by the 4th Method ; 
and such policies will in consequence appear for the first few years 
as an asset, unless they are valued by a different process. 

If it were impossible to increase the premiums after they had 
been once reduced, this method would have to be classed with the 
4th Method ; but it is not so, for a Member is always liable to pay 
to the extent of the full premium, and if in any year the business 
has been less profitable than usual, the reduction may not amount 
to the average of former years. 

This method might well be called the elastic method, for the 
reserve will expand or contract according as the business of the 
year proves good or bad. If the reduction be smaller than in 
previous years there will be a corresponding reduction in the 
reserve; while, if it be larger, there will be a corresponding 
increase in the reserve ; - and the only limits above or below which 

* We believe that the statements contained in this paragraph require some correction, 
as the method of valuation in question is more generally used than Mr. Manly supposes; 
and is applicable, with proper modifications, to proprietary as well as mutual Offices. - 
Ed. J. I. A. 
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it cannot go, are, on the one hand, the present value of the sums 
assured, and on the other hand, the present value of the sums 
assured less that of the gross premiums. 

At page 288 will be found a Table of the values of policies 
according to the Carlisle rate of mortality and 3 per cent interest, 
the premiums chargeable being those formed from the Carlisle 
3 per cent with 25 per cent loading and reduced after 5 payments 
by 50 per cent. In practice the rate of interest generally used is 
4 per cent ; but since I have made the Carlisle 3 per cent values 
the standard for comparison in this Essay I considered it advisable 
to use that rate in this case. 

The following Tables will exhibit at a glance the difference in 
the value of a single policy of £100 according to the various Tables 
of mortality and rates of interest now generally used, and by the 
different methods above explained. I have not thought it necessary 
to multiply the latter Tables, since a comparison of the different 
methods by the use of one Table of mortality only will be quite 
sufficient for the purpose of showing their several effects. 

Table No. 1 (Carlisle 3 per cent values) was taken from 
Mr. B. Hall Todďs "Life Assurance Investigation Tables/' 
Tables 4 and 5 were originally taken from W. E. Hillman's 
" Tables of the Value of a Policy according to the Mortality 
indicated by the Carlisle Observations and the Combined Expe- 
rience," but I afterwards calculated the values myself, and altered 
them whenever they were found to differ by more than unity in 
the last figure. Table No. 6 was also taken from Mr. Hulmanes 
work, and corrected by Mr. Laundy's "List of errors" in the 
Assurance Magazine, vol. ix., page 240. I can fully endorse 
Mr. Laundy's remark, that no reliance whatever can be placed 
upon the correctness of the values in Hillman's tables. 

Table No. 17 was taken from " Jones on Reversionary 
Payments," page 937, vol. 2, which appears to have been copied 
from Mr. Griffith Davies' "Table No. 44." All the other Tables 
I have myself carefully computed and checked ; a few errors may 
possibly have crept in, but I think none that would seriously 
affect any results hereafter produced by their use. 
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Table No. 26. - Showing the present value of £100 payable at the end 
of the year in tvhich an assigned life may fail, according to the 
Carlisle Table of Mortality, reckoning Interest at 3 per Cent, 

Age (z). Value tiv(1 + a*). Age (x). Value Wj.(' + aď). 

20 33-901 60 66-531 
25 36-888* 65 71*112 
30 40-129 70 76-340 
35 43-399 75 81033 
40 47-156 80 84'374 
45 50-885 85 87682 
50 55-429 90 89-809 
55 60-948 95 89057 

A short perusal of these Tables will soon lead us to expect that 
in practice, where assurances to the amount of millions exist, the 
variations in the reserves made by the use of different data would 
be very great indeed. I will endeavour to show, as clearly as 
possible, the different results which a practical employment of the 
various data and methods used in the valuation of the liabilities of 
an Office might be expected to produce. To do this it will be 
necessary first to form some definite idea of the total amounts 
assured at different ages in an ordinary Office, and of the propor- 
tions remaining in force at the end of various periods of its existence. 

There are many difficulties in the way of arriving at any satis- 
factory result to suit all cases; in the first place, there are circum- 
stances which tend, though practically not to the extent which might 
be expected, to vary the proportion of Assurances at different ages 
in different Offices; thus, we might expect to find that an Office 
charging very low premiums at the younger ages would have a 
greater proportion of young lives than one charging very high 
premiums at the same ages; and vice versa, that an Office charging 
very low premiums at the older ages, would have a greater number 
assuring at those ages than one charging very high premiums. 
Again, the mode of distributing the profits is calculated to have a 
similar effect, but in a less degree; for instance, an Office using a 
method which gives an advantage to the young lives over the old, 
would be likely to have a greater proportion of young lives; and 
where the advantage is on the side of the old lives, an increase in 
the number assuring at those ages might be expected. 

The means at our disposal to guide us to a true result are very 
scanty. I only know of two instances where the amounts assured 
existing at different ages have been published. The first is a paper 
of the liabilities of the Equitable Society, given in by Mr. A. Morgan 

* This value is incorrectly printed in Jones, p. 538, as 36808. 
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to the Parliamentary Committee on Joint Stock Companies, and 
which was printed on page 57 of their Report;* the other is that 
of an Abstract of the Policies in force in the year 1862 in the late 
National Mercantile Office, and which was printed in their Report 
for that year. (See Insurance Record, vol. i. p. 187.) 

There is a great difference between these Tables, even beyond 
what might be expected from the difference in the ages of the two 
Offices at the time, and I think there are objections to a strict 
adherence to either of them. In the case of the Equitable Society, 
the circumstance that the amount of New Assurances had been 
gradually falling off for some time would alone cause an increase in 
the Assurances in force at the older ages compared with an Office 
transacting a stationary or increasing new business; and this differ- 
ence would be increased by a smaller proportion entering at the 
younger ages on account of the high premiums charged. In the 
case of the National Mercantile, its business had been very unsatis- 
factory for some years, and cannot therefore be safely taken as a 
standard to go upon. 

When we come to consider the proportions remaining in force 
at the end of various periods of the existence of an Office, we find 
that the chances of arriving at any satisfactory conclusion become 
still more remote. Thus, I take as example the experience of three 
Offices, all of them of the highest respectability. The first, which 
had been established 20 years, had 30 per cent of the policies 
issued become void during that period; in the second, which had 
been established 30 years, 25 per cent had become void; while in 
the third, established 45 years, no less than 65 per cent of the 
policies issued had become void. 

Under these circumstances I considered it advisable to construct 
a Table for the purposes required, entirely independent of such 
unsatisfactory data and conflicting statements. In the construction 
of this Table, which I give below, and which I hope will be con- 
sidered satisfactory, I have endeavoured to steer a medium course; 
but if I have erred, it has been in making the proportions which 
become void larger than I probably ought to have done; if it be so, 
I consider that the error is on the right side, for then it will repre- 
sent the condition of an Office with a more or less increasing business. 

For the sake of simplicity, I have supposed that all who enter 
do so at the beginning of the year and at intervals of 5 years, thus, 
I suppose £1,300,000 to be assured by persons entering at the 
commencement of the first year, and that the same number of per- 
sons assuring for the same amount enter at the end of 5 years, in 

* See also Registrar-GeneraVs 12th Report, Appendix, p. 61. 
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which time the first amount has been reduced by claims, lapses, 
surrenders, &c, to <£874,550, which amount at the end of another 
5 years is still further reduced by similar causes to ¿£707,350, 
and so on. 
Table No. 27 - Showing the assumed amounts of Policies taken out at 

various ages and remaining in force at the end of stated periods, 
for the purpose of exemplifying the different results obtained by the 
use of different data in the valuation of the liabilities of an Office. 

A Ä Number of 3' ears in force. 
•Age Ä 

 __  

eiftry- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

15 500 300 250 200 150 150 100 
20 9,000 6,000 5,000 4,000 3,000 2,500 2,000 
25 40,000 30,000 20,000 15,000 14,000 11,000 9,000 
30 150,000 100,000 80,000 60,000 50.000 40,000 30,000 
35 250,000 170,000 140,000 110,000 90,000 70,000 50,000 
40 300,000 200,000 160,000 130,000 100,000 90,000 60,000 
45 250,000 170,000 140,000 110,000 80,000 60,000 30,000 
50 180,000 120,000 100,000 70,000 50,000 30,000 15,000 
55 90,000 60,000 50,000 30,000 20,000 9,000 4,000 
60 25,000 15,000 10,000 7,000 4,000 1,500 500 
65 5,000 3,000 2,000 900 400 100 J00 
70 500 250 100 100 

Totals 1,300,000 874,550 707,350 537,200 411,550 314,250 200,700 

« Number of years in force. 

eiTtry. 35 40 45 50 55 60 

15 100 100 
20 1,500 1,000 900 600 400 200 
25 7,000 5,000 3,000 2,000 1,000 400 
30 25,000 15,000 10,000 5,000 2,000 600 
35 30,000 20,000 12,000 5,000 1,500 300 
40 35,000 18,000 7,000 2,000 400 
45 15,000 7,000 2,000 400 
50 6,000 2,000 400 
55 1,000 200 
60 100 

Totals 120,700 68,300 35,300 15,000 5,300 1,500 

It is upon this basis that I have constructed the following 
Table (No. 28), which exhibits the reserve made at the end of 
every quinquennial period by each Table of Mortality, each rate of 
Interest, and each method of Valuation which I have previously 
used. I have also added to each Value the increase or decrease per 
cent on the corresponding Value by the Carlisle 3 per cent Table. 

This Table I hope will be considered of some value, since by 
means of it we shall be able to ascertain approximately what the 
result of a valuation would have been if different data to those 
employed had been used. 
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By the last two lines which I have added to the Table, it will 
be easy to ascertain what result any particular deduction made in 
the use of the 5th method would produce. The amount of reserve 
made by the 6th method may vary from the Values in the last line 
but one (the present value of the sums assured) to those in the last 
line but four (the values by Method No. 4), which I think will 
fully justify the name I have given to it - that of the Elastic 
Method. 

Here we can distinctly observe the variations in the results 
produced by the valuation of the Liabilities of an Office upon 
different data. For example, we see that the reserve made by an 
Equitable 3 per cent valuation is almost the same as a valuation by 
either of the English Life Tables, reckoning interest at 4 per cent, 
and is much less than that made by the Experience Table and 
4 per cent interest. In the earlier years, it gives a slightly larger 
reserve than the Carlisle 3^, but after 15 or 20 years it becomes 
smaller. Again, a Carlisle 3 per cent valuation gives a slightly 
larger reserve than one made by either of the English Life Tables 
at 3^ per cent, but shows a considerable difference the other way 
when compared with the results of the Experience Table at 3£ per 
cent. It is not necessary to multiply examples, as the differences 
can be distinctly seen by a reference to the Table. 

These results are very striking, and cannot but lead us seriously 
to consider, whether the reserves made by some Offices may not be 
too small, notwithstanding that a low rate of Interest has been 
adopted. For instance, suppose that an Office valuing by the 
Equitable Table were to experience a mortality corresponding to 
that exhibited by the Combined Experience Table ; such an Office, 
although it would take credit for having made its calculations at a 
rate so low as 3 per cent, would have a sum in reserve so small as 
to require accumulating at a rate of interest over 4 per cent, in 
order to meet all its claims and maintain a solvent condition. But 
if the Office were to use 4 per cent in its valuations, instead of 
3 per cent, it would have to make nearly 5^ per cent on its 
investments before it could be said to be perfectly solvent. Thus, 
at the end of 30 years, the reserve by the Experience Table at 
3^ per cent is 4*17 per cent less than at 3 per cent, and at 4 per 
cent it is 4-11 per cent less than at 3£ per cent; so that, assuming 
similar proportions to subsist between higher rates of interest, 
the reserves at 4^ per cent, 5 per cent and 5^ per cent by the 
Experience Table would be about £697,000, £669,000 and 
£642,000 respectively, the last being nearly the same as the 
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Equitable 4 per cent. This, it may be said, is taking an extreme 
view of the case, but then it is only by such examples that we can 
give force to an argument. 

We can clearly observe that the difference between a 3 per cent 
and a 4 per cent valuation is very large, and that this difference 
gradually diminishes in proportion as the Office grows older ; but it 
is neither so large as has been stated by some actuaries using 3 per 
cent, nor so small as those using 4 per cent have sometimes declared 
it to be. In the Investigation Report of an Office, transacting an 
extensive business, there appear statements of such an astounding 
character that I cannot refrain from quoting a passage or two from 
it, if only to show how the public may be misled upon this subject 
- whether intentionally, or not. After stating that if, in the 
fifteenth year of its existence, the valuations had been made 
reckoning interest at 4 per cent instead of 3 per cent, the esti- 
mated amount of Liabilities would have been £68,000 instead of 
£147,000 ; and also, that if the gross premiums had been valued 
at 4 per cent, then no reserve would have been required - it goes 
on to state that " The difference in the valuation at different rates 
" of interest, is far greater on young lives and on Policies recently 
" effected than on those in existence for a long period and at older 
" ages, where the remaining expectation of Life over which the 
" advantage of an increased rate is to run is obviously so much 
" less. The effect is curiously exemplified in the case of Policies 
" only three or four years in existence. 

" Thus, the valuation of Participating At 3 per cent. ¿SmSedïbOTt " Policies on single lives effected (during " the first 10 years) is . . . . £79,279 £54,700 " Whilst a like valuation of Policies 
"effected (during the next 5 years) is 46,496 160!" 

The note of admiration is not mine, but is in the Report. 
Now, by reference to the last Table, we find that the difference 

between the values of the Liabilities when interest is reckoned at 
3 per cent and 4 per cent, is, after 15 years, between 10 per cent 
and 11 percent; and therefore, in the above Report, instead of 
estimating the Liabilities, when calculated at 4 per cent, at 
£68,000, it ought to have been about £131,000- a very consider- 
able difference indeed. Again, the difference between the value» 
of the Liabilities at the end of 10 years, when interest is reckoned 
at 3 per cent and 4 per cent, is about 11 per cent ; and therefore the 
estimated value of the Policies effected during the first 10 years, 
reckoning interest at 4 per cent, should have been about £70,000 
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and not £54,700 as stated: likewise, the value of the Policies 
effected during the first 5 years, reckoning interest at 4 per cent, 
should have been estimated at about 12 per cent less than the 
3 per cent valuation, which would have made it £40,900 and 
not £160! 

I have however found that results similar to those stated in the 
Report, would be produced by valuing 3 per cent premiums by 
4 per cent annuities; and this, I presume, is what is to be under- 
stood by a valuation made at 4 per cent. With this explanation I 
leave the reader to judge of the fairness and, indeed, the truth of 
the statements. 

1 As it would be interesting to know the exact difference between 
the values of the Policies as they grow older when calculated at 
3, 3^, and 4 per cent, I have made the following Table, which 
shows the difference per cent between the values, at the different 
rates, of the Policies existing in an Office which have been in force 
for different periods. Thus, the difference in the values at 3 arid 4 
per cent of all those which have been in force for only 5 years, 
according to Table No. 27, is 11-811 per cent by the Carlisle 
Table, and 11*034 per cent by the English Life Table No. 3; and 
the difference between the values of all those that have been in 
force for exactly 40 years is, under similar circumstances, 4*641 per 
cent by the Carlisle Table, and 4*329 by the English Life No. 3. 

Table No. 29. - Shoiving the difference per Cent between the values of all 
the Policies of different ages, when different rates of Interest are used. 

_ „, According to English Life Table 
According to Carlisle _ „, Table. No 3 

A£.e Difference Difference Difference Difference Difference Difference 
D .?' 

' 
between between between between between between 

Policies. D 
3 per Cent 3£ per Cent g per Cent g per Cent 3¿ per Cent 3 per Cent 

and and and and and and 
3¿ per Cent. 4 per Cent. 4 per Cent. 3£ per Cent. 4 per Cent. 4 per Cent. 

5 6-125 6-056 11-811 5717 5*640 . 11-034 
10 5-367 5 317 10-399 5025 4968 9744 
15 4715 4676 9171 4'427 4'386 8 620 
20 4-107 4-080 8019 3868 3-842 7561 
25 3-582 3-570 7'025 3 370 3*359 6-615 
30 3-132 3-128 6'162 2'934 2-932 5781 
35 2742 2746 5412 2563 2568 5*066 
40 2-342 2355 4*641 2-185 2*192 4*329 
45 2*051 2*066 4*074 l'9O4 1*917 3784 
50 1*803 1*818 3-588 1*669 1679 3 320 
55 1-606 1-534 3115 1*459 1*481 2*918 
60 1*459 1*526 2 963 1*286 1*303 2*572 

The difference grows gradually less as the policies grow older, 
and therefore, if the proportion of policies becoming void is prac- 
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tically less than I have supposed in Table No. 27, the difference in 
the proportion of the amounts reserved, as shown in Table No. 28, 
will be slightly less as the Office increases in age. 

Having ascertained the amounts reserved at successive valua- 
tions, we are now able to consider in what manner the divisible 
surplus, present and future, will be influenced by the employment 
of any particular data or method. 

Let us suppose there are two Offices, A and B, each transacting 
a business exactly corresponding to Table No. 27; but that A 
values its liabilities by the Carlisle Table, and B by the Experience 
Table - both using 3 per cent rate of interest. Let us also suppose 
the rate of interest realized to be 4 per cent; and that the liabilities 
are valued every five years. At the first valuation the reserve made 
by A will be £74,493, while B will make a reserve of £81,262, 
being larger than that made by A by £6,769; which amount will 
be returned by A, as realized profit, over and above that which B 
will distribute. At the next valuation, the amount reserved by A 
will be £16,399 less than will be made by B, but then B will have 
in hand funds larger than A 's by a sum equal to the différence in 
the reserve made on the last occasion (£6,769), accumulated at 
compound interest, during the interval, at the rate realized, that is 
by £8,235; and, consequently, A will distribute as realized profit 
at the second valuation £8,164 ( = £16,399- £8,235) more 
than B. At the end of the third quinquennial period, B will have 
in hand funds greater than A's, to the extent of the difference in the 
reserve made at the second valuation (£16,399) accumulated at 
4 per cent compound interest during the interval; which amount 
will be £19,952. This time A will make a reserve of £25,923 
less than B, and will, therefore, divide the sum of £5,971 only 
more than B. By continuing this process of reasoning, we shall 
find that, at the next valuation, this difference will be considerably 
less; while, at the fifth investigation, B will actually have a 
divisible surplus of £467 more than A, and at the same time 
possess a larger Reserve fund by £41,070, or 6*43 per cent on the 
whole amount reserved by A. 

At the sixth period, the difference in the sums to be divided 
will be £4,090 in favour of B; while, at the eighth valuation, and 
the 40th year of the existence of the Offices, B will distribute, as 
realized profit, an amount greater than A by £8,731, a larger 
sum than was ever distributed by A over B during the first years 
of their existence, when A had the advantage; and yet, notwith- 
standing this difference in the divisible surplus, B will still make a 

y 2 
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reserve much greater than A - for while B will value its liabilities 
at £912,902, A will put their value down as £862,122, a difference 
of £50,780, or 5*89 per cent on the whole reserve made by A. 

This is a most important fact, and worthy of the greatest con- 
sideration from all the members of the Actuarial profession: for 
here we distinctly see that an Office in which the liabilities are 
valued by a Table giving a large reserve will, after 25 or 30 years, 
make a larger return of bonus than if its liabilities had been valued 
by a Table giving a smaller reserve; while, during the first 15 or 20 
years, the difference in the bonus is so small, that it might be 
really considered insignificant when compared with the increased 
security of the Office. And again, during the first years of the 
existence of an Office, the effect of selection is such, that it could 
really afford, if managed with proper care and economy, to make a 
large reserve, especially if it be desired to have a gradually 
increasing bonus in future years. 

Besides all this, the larger reserve gives a greater guarantee 
against injury from possible large fluctuations in the mortality of 
an Office; and should it ever be considered desirable to alter the 
Table by which the valuations are made, it would be extremely 
difficult for an Office using a Table which gives a small value, to 
adopt one making a larger value. For instance, suppose that A, 
in consequence of the mortality prevailing amongst the assured 
being different to what was anticipated, were at any time - say at 
the end of 25 years- to alter the Table by which it valued, from 
the " Carlisle " to the " Experience," the difference between A and 
B would be as follows: - B would have in hand a sum equal to the 
difference between the reserves at the last valuation accumulated at 
the interest realized - that is, £41,537, which will represent the 
difference in the divisible surplus returned by B over A ; since, on 
this occasion, they would both make the same reserve. Such a 
difference would have a considerable effect upon the amount of A' s 
bonuses. 

The above amount, £41,537, will also represent the difference 
in the divisible surplus in favour of B, should that Office, at the 
fifth valuation, alter its Table from the "Experience" to the 
"Carlisle"; A of course still continuing to value by that Table. 
We cannot but conclude after this that the advantage gained by 
the use of a Table making a large Reserve, far surpasses any 
advantage which the use of a Table making a smaller reserve 
would give in an increased surplus during the first few years of the 
existence of the Office. 
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In the above remarks I have considered that the surplus has 
been returned to the Assured in cash at the time of valuation ; but 
should it be the practice of the Office to add an equivalent 
reversionary sum to the amount assured, it will make only a slight 
difference in the results there stated. Thus, the difference in the 
surplus at the first valuation will be the same, - namely £6,769; 
and A will consequently give as bonus a reversionary sum larger 
than B, equivalent to this difference, and which we will suppose to 
be calculated at 3 per cent. That amount, therefore, will be such 
that, £6,769, when accumulated at 3 per cent interest, will exactly 
meet all those surplus bonuses as they become claims ; so that, at 
the next valuation, the amount to be reserved by A over B to meet 
these surplus bonuses will be £6,769, less the claims paid during 
the interval, accumulated at 3 per cent compound interest ; while, 
at the same time, the funds of A will be less than those of B by 
the amount of surplus bonuses paid accumulated at the interest 
realized; consequently, the difference in the divisible surplus in 
favour of A, in the second investigation, will be £1 6,399, less 
(£6,769 accumulated at 3 per cent, i.e.) £7,847, which is £8,552. 
This amount will be slightly less if the interest realized has been 
inore than 3 per cent, or if A has paid any of the bonuses in cash. 
The same reasoning will apply to every successive valuation, so 
that, if we assume the rate of interest realized to be 3 per cent, 
instead of 4 per cent, we shall ascertain very nearly what the dif- 
ference between the surplus divided by A and B will be, when it is 
returned to the assured in the shape of an equivalent reversionary 
bonus. Under these circumstances we shall find that, at the sixth 
valuation, B will divide a larger surplus than A, as will be distinctly 
seen by reference to the following Table, which plainly exhibits the 
different results produced by the use of the two Tables when the 
interest realized is either 3, 4, 4^ or 5 per cent. 

I have selected the Carlisle and Experience Tables because they 
are more frequently used than others ; but, by the aid of Table 
No. 28, it could be easily shown that, if any other Tables of 
Mortality had been used, they would have produced similar results ; 
the advantage in favour of the Table giving the larger value almost 
invariably appearing at or before the 30th year of the existence of 
the Office. 

Nor are these advantages alone on the side of the Table, but 
they are also in favour of a small rate of interest, for when we 
come to consider the difference produced in the surplus from the 
employment of 3 per cent and 4 per cent, we find that the 
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advantage in favour of a 3 per cent valuation« begins to show itself 
in about 25 years ; and that, after that time, the divisible surplus in 
favour of the smaller rate increases rapidi v. 

Table No. 30. - Showing the difference in the Reserve and Divisible Surplus hefiveen 
an Office (A) valuing by Carlisle 3 per Cent and an Office (B) valuing by Expe- 
rience 3 per Cent, 

o Ditto, accumulated for five Sur P1 u s 
<J^id ^ h? Surplus divided by (B ) over (A) 

| 
o 
^ Reserve years, at when ̂¿^ ¿^ js when Interest realized i» 

O 2 made  
'S 8 by(B) 
v^č) over(A). 3 per 4 per 4$ per 5 per 3 per 4 per 4£ per 5 per 3 per 4 per 4| per 5 per 
«< Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent 

5 6769 7847 8235 8434 8638 6769 6769 6769 6769 
10 16399 19011 19952 20436 20929 8552 8164 7965 7761 
15 25923 30050 31539 32305 33084 6912 5971 5487 4994 
20 34141 39578 41537 42545 43573 4091 2602 1836 1057 
25 41070 47611 49968 51182 52417 1492  467 1475 2503 
30 45878 53184 55817 57172 58553  1733 4090 5304 6539 
35 48915 56706 59511 60955 62428 4269 6902 8257 9638 
40 50780 58867 61781 63280 64810 5926 8731 10175 11648 
45 51840 60098 63071 64602 66163 7027 9941 11440 12970 
50 52360 60699 63704 65249 66826 7738 10711 12242 13803 
55 52581 60955 63972 65524 67108 8118 11123 12668 14245 
60 52662 8293 11310 12862 14446 

To show the exact influence of the different rates, at successive 
periods, I have constructed the two following Tables; in the first of 
which, the 4 per cent column will show the effect when the bonus 
is returned as an equivalent reversionary sum added to the policy. 
Table No. 31. - Shoiving the difference in the Reserve and Divisible 

Surplus xvhen the liabilities of an Office are valued by Carlisle 3 per 
Cent and Carlisle 4 per Cent ; and when the Interest realized is 4 per 
Cent and 4^ per Cent 

RM|4rv_ Divisible Surplus in Divisible Surplus in 
™dJhv 
RM|4rv_ 

Ditto, accumulated for favour of 4 per Cent favour of 3 per Cent 
Age rïriuip five years at Valuation when Valuation when 
of 3 per Cent Interest realized is Interest realized is 

Office over Carlisie  - 

valuation* 4 per Cent> 4è Per Cent. 4 per Cent. 4| per Cent. 4 per Cent. 4è per Cent. 

5 8798 10704 10964 8798 8798 
10 21874 26613 27259 11170 10910 
15 35275 42917 43959 8662 8016 
20 47313 57563 .58961 4396 3354  
25 57286 69696 71388  277 1675 
30 63834 77673 79550 5862 7554 
35 67739 82414 84415 9934 11811 
40 69838 84968 87032 12576 14577 
45 70863 86216 88309 14105 16169 
50 71269 86710 88814 14947 17040 
55 71400 86869 88978 15310 17414 
60 71436 15433 17542 
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Table No. 32. - Showing the difference in Reserve and Divisible Surplus 
betiveen Carlisle 3 per Cent and Carlisle 3^ per Cent Valuations, 
and also between Carlisle 3-jjr per Cent and Carlisle 4 per Cent 
Valuations - when Interest realized is 4-J- per Cent 

Aze RfvercVaerSe Surplus in Surplus in ^S^ Surplus in Surplus iu 
of overrent favour of favour of o/^? Cent favour of favour of 

Offlce ove-CarTse Carlisle Carlisle over Carlisle 
Cent Carlisle Carlisle 

^ears) Repercent 3¿ per Cent, apercent. 7¿e^t 
over Carlisle 4 per Cent. 3| per Cent. 

5 4563 4563 4235 4235 
10 11313 5627 10561 5283 
15 18203 41(ì5 17072 3911 
20 24368 1683  22945 1671 
25 29454 .... 913 27832  762 
30 32782 3923 31052 3631 
35 34760 6091 32979 5720 
40 35819 7498 34019 7079 
45 36335 8302 34528 7867 
50 36539 8741 34730 8299 
55 36607 8927 34793 8487 
60 36624 8995 34812 8547 

Those Offices which value by a Hypothetical Table (Method 
No. 2), will, where the Table gives a larger value than by the pure 
method, give a smaller bonus for about the first 25 years, after 
which they will distribute a larger surplus than if the liabilities 
were valued by the net method. 

An Office valuing by the fourth method, notwithstanding the 
false position it places itself in by taking credit for the punctual 
payment in future of all the premiums in full, and supposing that 
the Office can be carried on without expenses, will divide a larger 
surplus at the first three valuations only; at the fourth it will be 
about equal; and, after that, much smaller than by the net method, 
diminishing with great rapidity as the Office grows older. 

Method No. 6 is, as I have before stated, so elastic, and is 
confined to Offices which divide the surplus in a manner peculiar 
to themselves, that it is almost impossible to make a fair comparison 
with any other method. If they continue to manage their business 
in future with the economy which has generally characterized their 
past career, there is no reason to doubt that they will continue 
to make very large abatements in their premiums; and so long as 
they do that, in consequence of the peculiarity of their system of 
valuation, they will always have a very large reserve. 

It is impossible to say what the divisible surplus by the third 
method will be, as it depends so much on the management and 
experience of the Office; but we can tell what it ought to be, when 
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we have fixed upon a true Table and rate of interest. As I have 
previously stated, a large Office has lately declared that a valuation 
by the Northampton 4 per cent, reserving one-third of the resulting 
surplus, gives a result corresponding very nearly to the Carlisle 
3 per cent. Their surplus must have been, therefore, three times 
the difference between the reserves made by a Carlisle 3 per cent 
and Northampton 4 per cent valuations. When such is the case, 
the same remarks that apply to the Carlisle 3 per cent net method 
will also apply to this. 

It cannot fail to have been noticed by those readers who are at 
all acquainted with the Tables of mortality which I have used in 
this Essay, that those Tables which present a high rate of mor- 
tality give, in some instances, much smaller values than Tables 
exhibiting a lower rate; to exemplify which I have only to mention 
the Northampton and Experience Tables - the first presenting a 
rate of mortality for many years more than double that of the 
second. It would be most valuable if we could learn in what 
manner the rate of mortality influences the values of a policy, and 
how to ascertain, if possible, whether a given Table will produce a 
larger or smaller value than any other Table, otherwise than by the 
actual process of working out the results from each. 

When the values of the annuities by each Table are given it is 
easy to ascertain whether the value of a policy by one Table will be 
greater or less than by another. Thus, suppose we have two Tables 
of mortality given : 

Let Vx'n an¿ V'x'n represent the values of a policy, taken out at 
the age x and kept in force for n years, by the first and second 
Tables; and 

Let ax, a'x represent the values of the annuities at age x by 
the same Tables, respectively; 

Then, since V,,,=l- l±^±H, 

and yxU=1----, 

therefore Vxjn > = < Yx[n 

according as 

1-TT^r>"<l""îT^T> 
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that is, the values of a policy by one Table will be greater or 
less than by another Table according as the values of the annuilies- 
due decrease in a greater or less ratio. 

If 1 + flV" be greater than 1+fl*+<>,then ^ will generally 
*-~r ü x *~^~ax a x 

be greater than -£±2, and we might safely say that a Table, whose 
ax 

annuity values decrease in a greater ratio than those by another 
Table, will give the greater policy values. From this it might 
reasonably be inferred that a Table in which the mortality increases 
at a greater rate than represented by another Table would give the 
larger value for a policy, even though the latter Table might exhibit 
a greater mortality. In order to see whether this really would be 
the case, I formed two hypothetical Tables of Mortality by taking 
the Carlisle premiums, and in one case adding a constant quantity 
throughout, and in the other case increasing them by 25 per cent ; 
and then working out the rate of mortality by an inverse process. 
I thus obtained two Tables, each with a higher mortality 
throughout than the " Carlisle "; while at the same time one 
Table would give a smaller, and the other a larger Policy value 
throughout. The result was very unfavourable to the theory ; for 
while the rate of mortality throughout the first hypothetical table 
increased at a slower rate than in the Carlisle table ; in the second, 
instead of increasing at a greater rate, the ratio was generally 
below that in the original Table, and, towards the end, even fell 
below the other hypothetical Table. So that, although it may 
generally be the case that a Table, in which the mortality increases 
at a greater rate than in another Table, will give a greater Policy 
Value, yet it will not always be so; and, therefore, can be no 
criterion to go upon. Nor are there any means, so far as I can at 
present see, of ascertaining, with certainty, what influence the rate 
of mortality has upon the value of a Policy. 

Conditions of the Messenger Prize (1868) (above referred to). 

INSTITUTE OF ACTUARIES 
OF 

GEEAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 

The Council of the Institute of Actuaries have resolved again 
to offer a Prize of the value of Ten Guineas for the best Essay to 
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